Although low work function alkaline halides are widely used as a cathode interlayer for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), NaCl-organic composites are shown to be an efficient anodic buffer. Here we suggest a mechanistic origin of the improved OLED performance upon the use of a NaCl-containing organic buffer layer between an indium tin oxide (ITO) anode and N ,N -bis(naphthalene-1-yl)-N ,N -bis(phenyl)benzidine (NPB), based on the studies with ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy. While a pure NaCl interlayer has a high hole-injection barrier (1.40 eV), the NPB : NaCl composite layer exhibits a substantially lower barrier (0.84 eV), which is comparable to the value at a bare ITO/NPB interface. Furthermore, the wettability of the composite onto ITO is enhanced due to significant adhesive interactions of NaCl with both ITO and NPB, leading to effective electrical contacts. The two key factors, i.e. the plausible hole-injection barrier and better wettability of the NPB : NaCl composite, contribute to the improved hole injection efficiency and lifetime.
Introduction
Interface engineering between electrodes and organic layers in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) has been one of the main technological approaches because charge injection and device stability are strongly dependent on their interface formation [1, 2] . This is why much effort has been made to improve the interface properties and understand the mechanism governing the charge injection and transport. In general, to reduce charge injection barriers, the anodic side consists of high work function materials and the cathodic side of low work function materials. In addition, surface or interface free energy is another important factor to be counted in terms of interfacial compatibility between inorganic and organic materials.
Various approaches have been tried to modify both the work function and surface energy of indium tin oxide (ITO), the most common transparent anode. Physical surface treatments 5 Authors to whom any correspondence should be addressed. such as oxygen plasma and ultraviolet ozone (UVO) have been widely used to enhance hole injection [3, 4] . These treatments are effective in removing residual surface contaminants and inducing oxygen-rich surface at ITO, resulting in an increase in the work function via surface band bending of ITO or interfacial dipole [5, 6] . However, the surface treatments are not enough to obtain interfacial compatibility between the ITO and organic hole transport layer (HTL) because the plasma or UVO treatment makes the ITO surface more hydrophilic [7, 8] , possibly exhibiting adverse interfacial properties to most organic HTL materials with high hydrophobicity [9] . Another or an additional important approach for modifying the anodic interfacial region is to introduce metals or metal oxides with high work function [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , organic materials such as a star-burst amine [16] and fluorocarbon plasma polymers [17] [18] [19] , and even insulators [20] [21] [22] [23] between the ITO and organic HTL. Hole injection enhancement has variously been ascribed to mechanisms such as energy level realignment via interface dipoles or surface band bending [14, [24] [25] [26] , interfacial stability induced by mechanical adhesion [10, [21] [22] [23] , or tunnelling probability due to a reduced effective barrier [20] .
On the other hand, metal halides which are usually applied at cathode/organic interfaces, have also been tried for better anode/organic interface properties [27, 28] . The application of metal halides on the anodic side can allow simpler fabrication of highly efficient OLEDs by introducing the same metal halide for both electron and hole injection enhancement. Furthermore, metal halides are usually cheap and easy to handle, compared with other organic or metal oxide interlayer materials such as V 2 O 5 [14] , MoO 3 [15] and buckminsterfullerene [29, 30] . LiF, the most common electron injection material on the cathode surface, was demonstrated to be effective in hole injection enhancement on hydrogen plasma treated ITO anodes but not on the ones with more practical treatments such as oxygen plasma or UVO, based on the tunnelling model [31] . A composite form of metal halides such as LiF and MgF 2 with hole transport materials improves the thermal stability of OLEDs [28, 32] . Furthermore, we have recently shown that a NaCl-incorporated interlayer at the ITO and HTL interface improves not only the anodic interface stability but also the hole injection efficiency with implication of multiple mechanistic origins for improved performance [33] . However, the reasons for hole injection and device lifespan enhancement are not clear yet despite the practical advantages of metal halides as an anodic buffer.
To tackle the underlying mechanism of OLED performance enhancement using NaCl composites, the interfacial electronic and thermodynamic properties are studied. Here, we prepared ITO/NaCl-containing buffer/N ,N -bis(naphthalene-1-yl)-N ,N -bis(phenyl)benzidine (NPB) interfaces, and measured ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and the wettability of the thin films by morphological study with atomic force microscopy (AFM). First, the hole injection barrier at the interface of the ITO and NPB : NaCl composite layer was comparable to that at the ITO/NPB interface, showing that NPB at the interface is kept both chemically and electronically intact even in the presence of NaCl. Second, the wettability of NPB in the composite onto ITO was enhanced by the significant adhesive interactions of NaCl with both ITO and NPB, leading to effective electrical contacts across the anode side. This was supported by the calculation of interface free energies, work of adhesions and spreading coefficients. These studies reveal the importance of concomitant consideration of both electronic charge injection barrier and morphological adhesion property for a rational design of organic/inorganic interfaces in organic electronic devices.
Experiment
Both the growth of thin solid layers and the UPS measurements were performed in a ultrahigh vacuum system (base pressure of 10 −9 Torr) composed of three interconnected chambers equipped for surface pretreatment, film growth and analysis. An ITO-coated glass substrate with a sheet resistance of 50 cm −2 was used and UVO treatment was employed to clean the substrate in the surface pretreatment chamber. NPB and NaCl films were deposited onto the ITO substrate by resistive heating in the film growth chamber. The deposition rate was 0.01 nm s −1 for both NPB and NaCl layers. Mixed films of NPB : NaCl (1 : 3 wt%) were prepared by coevaporation of NaCl and NPB. UPS spectra acquisition was performed in the analysis chamber using the unfiltered He I (21.2 eV) radiation lines of a gas discharge lamp and a hemispherical electron energy analyser (VG ESCALAB 220i system). At each step of interface formation, the valence band and the onset of photoemission were recorded. The onset or secondary electron cutoff, which represented the vacuum level, was measured with a bias of −10 V on the sample to clear the vacuum level of the detector. Vacuum level shifts and HOMO level changes induced by the NPB or NPB : NaCl composite overlayers were thus measured. Surface morphology measurements were performed using AFM (dimension 3100).
Results and discussion
The evolutions of secondary electron cutoff and valence region spectra for NPB/ITO with increasing coverage are shown in figure 1. The shape of the UPS spectrum agrees well with the previous report along the measured whole energy range, showing the characteristic features of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) corresponding to the central biphenyl unit of NPB [3, 34] . All spectra were plotted with respect to the Fermi level (E F ). The normalized secondary cutoff edges of NPB are shown on the left panel of figure 1 . The vacuum levels of the samples were determined by linear extrapolation of secondary electron cutoffs on the high-binding-energy side of the UPS spectra (15-19 eV) . The vacuum level shifts abruptly towards a higher binding energy for the first sub-monolayer deposition (nominal thickness of 0.2 nm) by about 0.2 eV, thus indicating the presence of an interface dipole as previously reported [35, 36] . As the NPB layer becomes thicker after the second step of deposition, the vacuum levels shift gradually towards higher binding energies. The final secondary cutoff edge is assigned to the 4 nm thickness NPB spectrum. The right panel of figure 1 shows HOMO onsets for NPB. The HOMO onset was determined via a linear extrapolation of the leading edge (closer to the Fermi level) in the spectrum and is found at 0.84 eV for NPB (0.2 nm)/ITO below E F , followed by a gradual higher binding energy shift with a further increase in NPB thickness.
To investigate the electronic effect of the NaCl-containing interlayer between ITO and NPB, NaCl was deposited on the ITO surface in the forms of both pure NaCl layers and NPB : NaCl mixed layers. Figure 2(a) shows the secondary electron cutoffs and HOMO regions of UPS spectra for the samples containing a pure NaCl interlayer between NPB and ITO. The secondary cutoff shifts abruptly towards higher binding energies at low coverages under 0.5 nm thickness by 0.26 eV, and then saturates at a thickness of 1.0 nm. As soon as the NPB is deposited on the pre-deposited NaCl surface, the secondary cutoff shifts abruptly again in the same direction by about 0.3 eV, and then moves gradually towards higher binding energies with further deposition of NPB. Thus, interface dipoles are expected to be present on both sides of the NaCl interlayer between NPB and ITO. In the right panel of figure 2(a) , the NPB HOMO features are clearly observed on the NaCl surface, showing that the HOMO onset at the low coverage of 0.2 nm thickness is 1.40 eV and then shifts slowly towards higher binding energies with the increase in NPB coverage. Features above the HOMO level or in the energy gap are replica of the valence state due to the weak He I β-line from the unfiltered He I discharge lamp. Apart from these, no new state appears at the NPB/NaCl interface.
Unlike the pure NaCl interlayer, the mixed film type of NPB : NaCl shows a relatively pronounced gradual shift of the secondary cutoff towards higher binding energies during the deposition of the composite by 0.59 eV rather than sudden shift(s), as shown in the left part of figure 2(b) . The HOMO features of NPB in the NPB : NaCl mixed phase are clearly observed even though the intensities are relatively weak at lower coverages of the composite, shown in the right panel of figure 2(b) . The shapes and widths of the NPB HOMO features in the mixed phase are found to be similar to those of the HOMO features of pure NPB overlayer in figure 2(a) , implying that NPB in the mixed phase with NaCl is kept chemically intact. Even in the composite layer, NPB and NaCl do not induce any new UPS feature and maintain their original chemical properties. Although the HOMO cutoff position of NPB : NaCl with 0.2 nm thickness is hard to be assigned because of the weak signal from NPB, we could extract the position to be 0.84 eV by considering the lower binding energy shift of the observed HOMO maximum by 0.16 eV from that of NPB : NaCl with 0.5 nm thickness, as marked in the right panel of figure 2(b) .
Work functions or vacuum levels, and HOMO onsets with different NPB coverages were extracted and summarized Figure 2 . UPS spectra collected near the Fermi level and secondary cutoff region during the step-by-step layer deposition of (a) NaCl and (b) NPB : NaCl, followed by NPB, on ITO.
by the schematic energy level diagrams for NPB/ITO, NPB/NaCl/ITO, and NPB/NPB : NaCl/ITO interfaces, as shown in figure 3 . With respect to the Fermi level, the change in the secondary cutoff corresponds directly to the work function or vacuum level change. For all the samples, both surface work functions and HOMO onsets shift downwards with the increase in NPB or NPB : NaCl thickness. Thus, the polarization effect on the inorganic substrate (ITO) could be considered to be negligible. Otherwise, a difference in the HOMO and vacuum level shifts from the interface to the film surface would be observed by the substrate polarization effect upon photoionization [37] . Thus, the overall downward shifts are attributed mainly to the space charge redistribution [36, 38] , compensating for the interface dipole formation. The pure NaCl interlayer raises the hole injection barrier from ITO to NPB by 0.56 eV compared with the direct contact of ITO/NPB. The specific mechanisms related to the charge injection efficiency might be extremely complicated, but it is clear that the higher hole injection barrier contributes to the higher turn-on voltage of OLEDs with a pure NaCl thin film buffer in the previous report [27] . Meanwhile, the injection barrier of NPB : NaCl on ITO is comparable to that of pure NPB on ITO, implying that the NPB maintains its intrinsic injection property even in the composite phase on the ITO surface. Furthermore, the pure NaCl interlayer between ITO and NPB shows two stepwise decreases in the vacuum level by the interface dipoles formed on both sides of the interlayer, whereas the NPB : NaCl composite layer shows a gradual decrease throughout the mixed phase. The total vacuum level change from ITO to the NPB : NaCl/NPB interface is 0.59 eV in figure 3(c) , which is similar to that of 0.60 eV from ITO to the NaCl/NPB interface in figure 3(b) . Thus, the amount of vacuum-level lowering by NaCl observed in the pure NaCl interlayer between NPB and ITO via interface dipoles is likely expressed as a large band bending in the mixed phase of the NPB : NaCl composite interlayer, even though the origin of the large band bending is not yet clearly revealed. Due to the large band bending in the mixed phase, the HOMO level is relatively far from the Fermi level at a thickness of 4 nm (1.28 eV) compared with that of pure NPB at the same nominal thickness (1.09 eV). Based on the above energy level alignment diagrams, the schematic energy level changes for pure NPB and NPB : NaCl composite layers on ITO under a bias condition are compared in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. When a forward bias is applied, the NPB : NaCl layer creates a larger electric field due to its large resistivity induced by the insulating property of NaCl compared with pure NPB. In fact, the thickness and composition of the composite interlayer could be optimized for the best device performance. As the layer thickness goes above several nm, the current density of the device rapidly becomes worse [33] . Thus, a larger energy level gradient in the mixed buffer layer reduces the tunnelling barrier, which is approximately displayed by the shaded area in figure 4(b) . Compared with the pure NPB layer in figure 4(a) , this reduced effective tunnelling barrier may lead to an easier hole injection into the HTL through the NPB : NaCl buffer layer. Therefore, the hole injection enhancement could be partially attributed to the tunnelling mechanism [1, 39, 40] .
Since the wettability of the charge injection or transport layer onto the electrode is another factor determining the charge injection efficiency, the surface morphologies of the pure NPB and NPB : NaCl composite (1 : 7 wt%) films were compared by AFM images. In figures 5(a) and (b), the pure NPB film forms large aggregates showing numerous dewetting spots on the revealed ITO grain pattern. The root mean square (rms) roughness value is 5.13 nm at the nominal thickness of 4 nm. However, the NPB : NaCl composite film does not show NPB aggregates with a lower rms roughness of 4.17 nm, implying that the mixed film is more wettable on the ITO surface. With the increase in the film thickness, the surface roughness of the composite film increases more rapidly and surpasses that of pure NPB. The rms roughness values at 8 nm thickness for pure NPB and NPB : NaCl composite films are 6.06 nm and 6.86 nm, respectively, as shown in figures 5(c) and (d). Therefore, NaCl significantly affects the film growth mode in the NaCl : NPB mixed film. The film wetting and growth behaviour can be described by work of adhesion and surface free energy at each interface. The interfacial free energy (γ ), work of adhesion (W A ) and spreading coefficient (S) were calculated, according to equations (1), (2) and (3), respectively [41, 42] : ). This means that NaCl can strongly adhere to the ITO surface but is not so wettable on it-reminiscent of Volmer-Weber (V-W) film growth mode in which threedimensional crystallites nucleate immediately upon contact [46] . As indeed shown in the above AFM results, NaCl in the NPB : NaCl mixed film makes the composite film growth mode close to the V-W type, preventing the NPB aggregation observed in pure NPB films. Furthermore, NPB is expected to be a good adhesive to NaCl from the high W A of NPB : NaCl (168 mJ m/ 2 ), as additionally confirmed by AFM images showing well-intermixed uniform morphologies in figures 5(b) and (d). NaCl, thus anchoring to the ITO surface with its relatively high W A , seems to facilitate the contact between ITO electrode and NPB by suppressing the cohesive interactions between NPB molecules and simultaneously inducing moderate adhesive interactions between NPB and NaCl. Therefore, such a morphological effect caused by NaCl incorporation into the NPB film contributes to the previous report of hole injection enhancement by better mechanical adhesion, leading to 'effective' electrical contacts and prolonged lifetime.
Conclusions
We investigated the role of a NaCl thin film and a NPB : NaCl composite layer as anodic buffer between an ITO anode and a NPB transport layer using UPS and AFM measurements. The hole injection barrier is increased with the insertion of the pure NaCl layer compared with the interface without a buffer layer. The NPB : NaCl composite, however, shows a nearly identical injection barrier to that of the NPB/ITO interface. Furthermore, NaCl in the NPB : NaCl mixed film assists the mechanical adhesion and the resultant electrical contact between ITO and NPB via better wettability of the mixed film on the ITO surface. As a whole the tunnelling through the highly resistive composite layer with a comparable injection barrier height and enhanced electrical contact are associated with the improved performance of the OLEDs using a NPB : NaCl composite anodic buffer. To achieve high-end OLEDs, interface control in terms of both electronic charge injection barrier and mechanical adhesion is necessary.
